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With advances in nanoelectronics, and the need of novel and more efficient energy harvesting9

solutions, thermal management has arisen as one of the most urgent challenges. To reduce heat10

dissipation and improve the thermoelectric efficiency, the ultimate goal is a material with a glass-11

like thermal conductivity but still good electronic properties. Nanostructuration is one of the most12

promising strategies to get such material, as nanoscale interfaces are expected to strongly scatter13

the lattic vibrations with comparable wavelength with a lesser effect on electrons. Recent simula-14

tions have reported a glass-like phonon dynamics and thermal transport in amorphous/crystalline15

composites, suggesting a parallelism between glasses and nanocomposites, due to the presence in16

both of elastic heterogeneities. Here we report the experimental evidence of a glassy phonon dy-17

namics, specifically the arising of an excess intensity in the low energy phonon density of states,18

together with a glass-like lattice thermal conductivity in a GeTe-based nanocomposite of interest19

for microelectronics. We show that these features are the consequence of the presence of elastic het-20

erogeneities due to the nanostructuration and a dominant interface scattering leading to a diffusive21

thermal transport. Our findings open new perspectives in phonon and thermal engineering through22

the direct manipulation of elastic heterogeneities.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

Nanostructured materials are at the forefront of cur-25

rent research for many applications, specifically, those26

where thermal management represents an issue, such27

as thermoelectric energy conversion or microelectronics.28

Here the challenge is to reduce the thermal conductivity29

without affecting the electronic properties. For this, the30

aim is to reduce the heat transport assured by the lat-31

tice vibrations, whose quasi-particle is the phonon, while32

perturbing as least as possible the electronic contribu-33

tion. In one word, it is matter of finding the ”phonon34

glass electron crystal” ideal material [1], i. e. a mate-35

rial which is as bad a thermal conductor as a glass but36

still a good electric conductor as a crystal. The introduc-37

tion of interfaces at the nanoscale (from few to hundreds38

of nm) represents a most promising strategy as they are39

expected to efficiently scatter phonons, with a lesser ef-40

fect on electrons. Still, things are not this clear when it41

comes to nanocomposites, made of the intertwining at the42

nanoscale of materials with different properties, where43

not only interfaces are present, but also nanoscale hetero-44

geneities in elastic and thermal properties. Such combi-45

nation can lead to very different thermal behaviors, from46

the enhancement of the thermal conductivity [2–5] to its47

strong inhibition [6–13], depending on the constituent48

materials properties, as well as the nanostructure length-49

scale and the temperature[14]. Simulations have shown50

that this panoply of behaviors is due to the non trivial51

effects of nanoscale heterogeneities on phonons [15–18],52

which can also lead to phonon localization [19] or filter-53

ing [20]. Most interestingly, the arising of glass-specific54

features in the vibrational dynamics has been observed55

in molecular dynamics simulations on nanocomposites56

made of nanocrystalline inclusions within an amorphous57

matrix. Specifically, it was reported an early deviation58

of the low frequency phonon density of states from the59

Debye behavior, leading to a peak reminiscent of the Bo-60

son Peak in glasses, well distinct from the Boson Peak of61

the amorphous matrix [16]. Similarly to this latter, this62

deviation appears together with a change of the nature63

of the phonon from propagative to diffusive. As such,64

simulations point to these nanocomposites as a possible65

realization of the phonon glass electron crystal. More-66

over, while the nature of the Boson Peak in glasses is67

still matter of debate, one of the proposed interpretations68

ascribes it to a strong phonon scattering due to the pres-69

ence of nanometric elastic heterogeneities intrinsic to the70

disordered state [21–23]. This would suggest a parallel71

between glasses and nanocomposites, due to the presence72

in both of elastic heterogeneities, intrinsic to the disorder73

state in the former and artificially induced in the latter.74

Such concept, if confirmed, could open new exciting per-75

spectives in phonon thermal engineering. Unfortunately,76

until now, an experimental confirmation is still missing.77

Here we produce the first experimental evidence of the78

arising of glass-like dynamics and thermal transport due79

to nanoscale elastic heterogeneities in a nanocomposite80

based on germanium telluride (GeTe), of interest for mi-81

croelectronic, photonic and thermoelectric applications.82

GeTe belongs to the family of chalcogenide materials83

at the forefront of current research for phase change re-84

sistive memories (PCM) in microelectronic devices [24–85

26], neuromorphic computing [27], laser thermal lithog-86

raphy [28], optically photonic devices [29] as well as87

for thermoelectric applications [30–32]. This family has88
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been reported to exhibit a novel kind of atomic bonding,89

dubbed metavalent, considered to be responsible for a se-90

ries of properties which make it especially interesting for91

PCMs and thermoelectrics [33]. In both these applica-92

tions, the major challenge for reducing energy consump-93

tion in the former and improving the figure of merit in94

the latter, is the reduction of the thermal conductivity.95

The main strategy has been to increase phonon scatter-96

ing by doping or alloying [32, 34]. In some cases the de-97

posited amorphous alloy has led, upon crystallization, to98

a phase segregation and the realization of nanodomains of99

the undoped phase change material separated by another100

phase. It’s the case of Ge2Sb2Te5-SiOx nanocomposites,101

for which a twofold thermal conductivity reduction was102

reported for a 5% SiOx molar content [35]. Very recently,103

the crystallization of carbon doped GeTe has also been104

shown to give rise to a nanocomposite made of nanograins105

of crystalline GeTe (below 20 nm size) interconnected by106

amorphous carbon, which has proved to efficiently reduce107

the programming currents in PCM devices, suggesting an108

important thermal conductivity reduction [36–38]. This,109

together with an increased thermal stability, due to a110

higher crystallization temperature in the nanocomposite,111

points to this material as very promising for PCM ap-112

plications. Still, to optimize its composition and nanos-113

tructure, a microscopic understanding of the effect of this114

latter on thermal transport is necessary.115

Disentangling the many elements which play a role in116

determining heat transport in GeTe is however not triv-117

ial. In bulk GeTe thermal transport is dominated by an-118

harmonic phonon-phonon scattering and scattering from119

Ge vacancies [39, 40], which are naturally created dur-120

ing crystallization from the amorphous phase, making121

of GeTe a p-type semiconductor [41]. These mechanisms122

will be present in the nanocomposite as well, and possibly123

different. As such, upon nanostructuration, four are the124

main players: i) Ge vacancy content, ii) anharmonicity,125

iii) grain size and iv) the nanoscale heterogeneities due to126

the contrast of properties between GeTe and amorphous127

carbon.128

In this work we adress these nanocomposites in or-129

der to shed light on the microscopic mechanisms behind130

thermal transport and evidence the effect of the nanos-131

tructure. We find that nanostructuration leads to a lat-132

tice thermal conductivity between 4 and 7 times smaller133

than in pure GeTe, for 9% atomic carbon content. Such134

reduction cannot be explained on the basis of the nano-135

metric grain size or of defect scattering alone, pointing to136

a major role of boundary scattering whose strength is en-137

hanced by the elastic contrast between the components.138

Such enhanced scattering leads to the appearance of an139

excess of modes in the vibrational density of states at140

wavelengths comparable with the nanostructure length-141

scale and to a glass-like lattice thermal conductivity, that142

we interpret as the result of a dominant diffusive thermal143

transport.144

II. RESULTS145

A. Samples146

Here we present a thorough investigation of thermal147

transport and phonon dynamics in a C-doped GeTe thin148

film with a 9% carbon atomic content (GTC9), compared149

with the ones in a pure GeTe thin film (GeTe). In or-150

der to verify the role of grain size and carbon content151

we have also prepared a nano-crystalline GeTe (nGeTe)152

and a nanocomposite with a 16% carbon atomic con-153

tent (GTC16) for specific measurements. As detailed in154

Methods, all samples have been deposited as homoge-155

neous amorphous materials and then crystallized through156

a controlled annealing up to 500 ◦C for the nanocompos-157

ites and 450 ◦C for GeTe. In all samples, crystallization158

of GeTe is accompanied by the expulsion of the excess159

Ge, which crystallizes at slightly higher temperature (see160

Methods). Upon crystallization C-doped GeTe expells161

also carbon, leading to the formation of a nanocompos-162

ite made of nanometric crystalline grains of GeTe sur-163

rounded by amorphous carbon [38]. nGeTe was prepared164

by interrupting the annealing just after the crystalliza-165

tion of the expelled Ge, as monitored by reflectivity mea-166

surements, and by quenching the sample to avoid any fur-167

ther grain growth. All samples were investigated by x ray168

diffraction (reported in Supplementary Material), allow-169

ing us to confirm the rhombohedral structure of the GeTe170

phase in all of them. The grain size, as obtained using171

the Scherrer law, is reported in Table I, together with172

the mass density, measured by x ray reflectivity. The173

crystalline peaks of expelled Ge are also always present,174

from which we can estimate an average Ge grain size175

dGe = 50.5(9) nm in GeTe and dGe =23(7), 15(4) and176

18(10) nm in nGeTe, GTC9 and GTC16 respectively.177

Concerning the amorphous carbon (a-C) present in the178

nanocomposites, it is important to estimate its density179

and fraction of sp3 bonded carbon atoms, as density,180

sound velocity and thermal conductivity strongly depend181

on these quantities [42–44]. In order to estimate the sp3182

fraction in GTC9, we have measured its Raman spectrum183

in the frequency region of the amorphous carbon stretch-184

ing modes. The sp3 fraction can be estimated from the185

intensity ratio between the two Raman peaks (see Sup-186

plementary Material) [45], and the width of the G peak187

is related to carbon density. We find that our spectrum188

is compatible with a mostly sp2 bonded material (60%),189

and a density of about 2 g·cm−3. We can now calcu-190

late the carbon volume fraction starting from the atomic191

concentration and the amorphous carbon density. In the192

literature this latter spans from 1 to 3 g·cm−3 [42], lead-193

ing to a volume fraction ψa−C between 2 and 7% for194

GTC9 and between 4 and 12% for GTC16. For our esti-195

mated carbon density, ρ = 2 g·cm−3, it is ψa−C=3% for196

GTC9 and ψa−C=6% for GTC16. Based on the elastic-197

ity data reported in the literature for our estimated den-198

sity [46], the average Debye velocity for amorphous car-199

bon is ∼8.6±1.5 Km/s. Knowing the Debye velocity for200
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GeTe GTC9 GTC16 nGeTe

grain size (nm) 80(10) 16(3) 13(3) 30(5)

density (g/cm3) 6.24(4) 5.86(4) 5.73 (4) 5.76(3)

ρ (µΩ cm) 580(1) 1390(1)

nH(1020cm−3) 2.7(1) 11.1(1) 11.5(1)

kT (W/m·K) 3.8(1) 1.39(7) 3.1(8)

kel (W/m·K) 1.310(3) 0.5251(5)

kph (W/m·K) 2.5(6) 0.86(7)

TABLE I. Structural, electrical and thermal properties for
the samples here investigated. The thermal conductivity
was measured by the 3ω technique in all samples, except for
nGeTe, for which we used the thermoreflectance technique
(see Methods).

GeTe, vGeTe ∼ 1.9 Km/s [47], we can calculate the elas-201

tic contrast between the two phases, as the ratio between202

their acoustic impedences Z = ρMv, χ = Za−C

ZGeTe
∼ 1.5(2).203

We are thus in presence of a good elastic contrast, with204

the crystalline particles softer than the amorphous net-205

work.206

B. Thermal conductivity207

Fig. 1 (a) reports the thermal conductivity of GeTe,208

GTC9 and amorphous GeTe as a reference for the low-209

est possible thermal conductivity in pure GeTe. First210

of all, we remark the very good agreement between our211

data on GeTe and previous measurements on both amor-212

phous and crystalline GeTe thin films, also reported in213

the figure [40, 48]. The differences can be ascribed to214

a variable content of Ge vacancies, as a consequence of215

a different Ge/Te ratio in the as deposited state result-216

ing from sputtering target composition and deposition217

method. The weaker than 1/T temperature dependence218

was already reported and ascribed to the combination219

of Umklapp anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering and220

vacancy scattering [39, 40].221

Concerning GTC9, we observe a strong reduction of222

the thermal conductivity with respect to GeTe, by a223

factor of 7 at low temperature and 4 at room temper-224

ature and an opposite temperature dependence: rather225

than decreasing, it slightly increases with temperature.226

In order to extract the lattice contribution to thermal227

conductivity, we have measured the electrical conduc-228

tivity σ and calculated the electronic contribution as :229

kel = LσT , with T the temperature and L the Lorenz230

number (Wiedemann-Franz law) [49]. As a first approx-231

imation, we have extrapolated to our temperature range232

the Lorenz number calculated in Ghosh et al. for GeTe233

in the [322-503] K temperature range [40], reported in234

the Supplementary Material. Parallely, we have also cal-235

culated it using L = (1.5 + e−|S|/116) · 10−8 WΩ/K2 [50]236

and our measured Seebeck coefficient S [51], and found237

that both methods lead to the same result within error238

bar.239

The electronic contribution, reported in Fig. 1 (b), de-240

creases by a factor between 2.5 and 3.5 going from GeTe241

to GTC9. This is due to a drastic mobility reduction,242

as the carrier concentration nH measured by Hall effect243

and reported in Table I is found to increase by almost a244

factor of 4 in GTC9. As holes are provided by Ge vacan-245

cies, this increase is due to a larger vacancy content in246

nanocomposites, likely due to a ”Ge-drag” effect during247

the slow segregation of carbon atoms upon GeTe crystal-248

lization. The increased defect scattering from vacancies249

for holes would thus contribute to reduce the mobility.250

Looking now to the pure phononic contribution, re-251

ported in Fig. 1 (c), we find that, going from GeTe to252

GTC9, it decreases by a factor as large as 6 at low tem-253

perature and 3 at room temperature. Most surprisingly,254

the GTC9 lattice contribution is found to increase with255

temperature, with a similar dependence as in amorphous256

GeTe, suggesting a glass-like thermal transport in this257

nanocomposite.258259

C. THz phonon dynamics260

In the Boltzmann transport theory within the single261

relaxation time approximation, the vibrational contri-262

bution from propagative modes to thermal conductivity263

can be expressed as an integral over all phonon frequen-264

cies [52, 53]:265

kpropph = 1/3

∫
Cv(ω)v

2(ω)τ(ω)g(ω)dω; (1)

with Cv(ω) and g(ω) the phonon specific heat and den-266

sity of states, v its group velocity and τ its lifetime, mea-267

suring the average time between two inelastic scattering268

processes.269

In order to get a better insight on the microscopic270

mechanisms leading to the strong modification of ther-271

mal transport when going from GeTe to GTC9, we have272

directly looked at individual phonons, by measuring the273

high frequency vibrational dynamics by Inelastic X-ray274

Scattering (IXS) at the ID28 beamline of ESRF. Mea-275

surements were performed at room temperature on GeTe,276

GTC9 and also GTC16 to see the effect of a major carbon277

content. We report in Fig. 2 some representative spectra278279

of the individual phonons for GeTe and GTC9, as col-280

lected by IXS at fixed wavevectors q. As our samples are281

polycrystalline, phonons are measured in the first Bril-282

louin zone and correspond to the orientational average of283

the branches over all directions [54].284

The intensity of GTC9 data has been rescaled to be ex-285

actly on the top of the GeTe ones. In all spectra we can286

identify a well defined peak, with a high energy shoul-287

der appearing at larger wavevectors: going from GeTe288

to GTC9 introduces only minor changes and mostly lo-289

calized on the high energy shoulder. Increasing the C290

content from 10 to 16% does not introduce any rele-291

vant difference (reported in the Supplementary Material).292
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FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity. (a) The thermal conduc-
tivity as measured by the 3ω technique is reported for GeTe
(blue circles), GTC9 (red circles squares) and amorphous
GeTe (black stars). Literature data for crystalline GeTe (dark
green square [40], light green diamond [48]) and amorphous
GeTe (magenta asterisk [48]) are also reported for compari-
son. Error bars are obtained taking into account the exper-
imental uncertainties on all parameters of the model, using
a Monte Carlo procedure, as explained in the Supplementary
Material. (b) The electronic contribution to thermal conduc-
tivity, calculated from the measured electrical conductivity,
is reported for GeTe and GTC9. (c) The lattice contribu-
tion is reported for GeTe, GTC9 and amorphous GeTe in a
logarithmic scale to enhance the visibility of the temperature
dependences. Error bars are obtained by error propagation
on the total thermal conductivity and the electronic contri-
bution.

We have fitted these data using a model with a variable293

number of excitations, from 1 to 3 depending on the q294

value, all represented by a Damped Harmonic Oscillator295

(DHO) (see Supplementary Material). Our results for the296

phonon dispersions are reported in Fig. 3 together with297

the theoretical ones calculated ab initio for a pure GeTe298

at 300 K. It is worth noticing that our data represent299300

the first experimentally measured phonon dispersions in301

rhombohedral GeTe. It may be seen that GeTe data302

are in a very nice agreement with calculations: the low303

energy mode can be identified as a longitudinal acous-304

tic mode, averaged over the longitudinal branches. The305

high energy shoulder is made of several modes belong-306

ing to different optic branches. In our experimental ge-307

ometry we are mostly sensitive to longitudinal density-308

density fluctuations. Still, in polycrystalline materials,309

towards the end of the Brillouin zone, it is usually pos-310

sible to see also transverse modes. It is not our case.311

The lower energy ones are likely hidden by the intense312

FIG. 2. Inelastic scattering spectra. Some representative
inelastic scattering spectra collected on GeTe (blue circles)
and GTC9 (red circles) are reported at the wavevector values
indicated in each panel. GTC9 spectra have been rescaled on
the GeTe one to easy the comparison. For better visibility,
spectra have been subtracted of the elastic line, and we only
show the positive exchanged energy side. Error bars corre-
spond to the Poissonian error on the scattered intensity.

FIG. 3. Phonon dispersions The experimental phonon en-
ergy ℏω with respect to wavevector in absolute units q are
reported for GeTe (blue bullets), GTC9 (green bullets) and
GTC16 (red bullets), together with ab initio calculations for
the main symmetry directions in pure GeTe at 0 K (dashed
lines: transverse acoustic phonons, solid lines: longitudinal
acoustic: phonons, dot-dashed lines: optic modes): Γ − L
(red), Γ − X (black), Γ − T (blue) (see Methods for their
definition). Experimental data correspond to the average of
different longitudinal branches over all directions.

elastic line, while the higher energy ones could be indis-313

tinguishable from the longitudinal ones within their ex-314

perimental width [54]. Overall, GTC9 and GTC16 well315

overlap the GeTe data, with no significant differences in316

the energy position, nor in phonon broadening, as can317

be seen from Fig. 2. It is worth reminding here that in318

polycrystalline samples the observed phonon linewidth319

is made of three contributions: the experimental resolu-320
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tion, the width of the phonon distribution over all di-321

rections, i.e. the inter-branches separation, and finally322

the intrinsic phonon broadening, inversely proportional323

to phonon lifetime [53, 54]. In our case, the experimental324

broadening in the acoustic region is fully determined by325

the former two contributions, i.e. we could not extract326

a phonon intrinsic linewidth. Our experimental condi-327

tions set in fact a low limit for the detectable intrinsic328

width which lies between 0.6 and 1.5 meV depending329

on q, corresponding thus to an upper limit on the de-330

tectable phonon lifetime and mean free path of 1 - 2 ps331

and ∼ 5 − 10 nm respectively [53]. The real intrinsic332

width and mean free path are therefore respectively be-333

low and above such limits, so that we can only conclude334

that phonon mean free path in both GeTe and GTC9 is335

longer than 5-10 nm.336

Despite the sizable effect on thermal transport, which337

clearly points to a major change in phonon dynamics,338

we do not observe it within our experimental resolu-339

tion. However, such change is expected to mostly concern340

phonons with wavelengths comparable to the nanostruc-341

ture lenghscales: the amorphous carbon thickness and342

the GeTe grain size, i.e. between 1 and ∼ 16 nm [38].343

These wavelengths could not be accessed in our exper-344

iment because of the strong small angle scattering, the345

smallest measured wavevector being q = 3.5 nm−1, corre-346

sponding to a maximum phonon wavelength λ = 1.8 nm.347

In order to access this scale, corresponding to energies348

smaller than 7 meV, we have measured the vibrational349

density of states (DOS) using the Inelastic X-ray Scat-350

tering technique with Nuclear resonance Analysis (IXS-351

NRA) at the ID18 beamline of ESRF [55]. Measure-352

ments have been performed at 50 K, for avoiding any353

spurious effect coming from the multi-phonon contribu-354

tion subtraction at temperatures higher than the Debye355

temperature, which is around 180 K for GeTe [39]. Some356

room temperature scans have also been collected on GeTe357

and GTC16 for following the modification of the DOS358

with temperature (shown in the Supplemenary Material).359

Previous data in the literature have been reported only360

on the partial Te density of states at 30 K, using the same361

technique [47], and on the neutron-weigthed density of362

states of a powder GeTe bulk sample at room and higher363

temperature [56]. A comparison is reported in the Sup-364

plementary Material, showing a reasonable agreement.365

In Fig. 4 we report the DOS as measured in GeTe, com-366

pared to the theoretically calculated one (panel (a)) and367

to GTC9 and GTC16 (panel (b)), all of them measured368

at 50 K. Once again we notice the very good agreement369

with our theoretical results for pure GeTe. Referring to370

Fig. 3, we can easily identify the dip at ≈ 13 meV as the371

end of the acoustic regime, the large maximum preced-372

ing it corresponding to the different Van Hove singular-373

ities coming from longitudinal and transverse branches374

in the various directions. The two other bands, centered375

at 16 meV and 20 meV correspond to bundles of optic376

modes, that we have measured by IXS.377

The DOS is significantly modified in the nanocompos-378

FIG. 4. Phonon density of states (a) Phonon density of
states as measured using the IXS-NRA technique on GeTe at
50 K (blue) compared with the one calculated ab initio (ma-
genta). (b) Phonon density of states at 50 K for GeTe (blue),
GTC9 (red) and GTC16 (black). A general broadening is ob-
served in the nanocomposite, as well as modifications in the
acoustic regions. (c) Reduced phonon density of states for
GeTe (blue), nGeTe (green), GTC9 (red) and GTC16 (black),
showing the growing up of an excess intensity in the 5 meV
region in the nanocomposite, increasing with carbon content.

ites. It is worth mentioning that, for GeTe, the inte-379

grated DOS up to 32 meV is here normalized to 1, as380

all modes lie in the investigated energy range. This is381

not true for GTC: additional modes are present at larger382

energies, due to the amorphous carbon component. Still,383

the carbon modes give only a negligible contribution be-384

low 30 meV, so that the total area of our measured DOS385

below 32 meV is basically proportional to the GeTe con-386

centration in GTC: 0.91 for GTC9 and 0.84 for GTC16,387

as we confirmed with theoretical calculations. We have388

thus accordingly normalized the integrated DOS for the389

nanocomposites reported in Fig. 4. Besides the different390

area, the evident difference in the DOS of the nanocom-391

posites is an overall broadening, as well as a slight down-392

shift of the optical bands with respect to GeTe. In or-393

der to better inspect the acoustic region, we report in394

panel (c) the DOS normalized to the expected Debye de-395

pendence at low energy: g(ℏω)/(ℏω)2. While in GeTe we396

observe the expected Debye behavior up to ∼ 4−5 meV,397

this is not the same in the nanocomposites: low energy398

intensity starts to raise already at our lowest measured399

energy point (2 meV for GTC9 and 1.6 meV for GTC16),400

leading to an excess of intensity over the Debye level at401

about 4 meV before reaching the acoustic Van Hove sin-402

gularity. Moreover, this excess intensity, reminiscent of403

the Boson peak in glasses, increases with carbon content.404
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This perturbed energy range corresponds to the pertur-405

bation of acoustic phonons with wavelengths between 2.5406

and 10 nm, i.e. within the range expected to be affected407

by nanostructuration.408

III. DISCUSSION409

We have seen that the nanocomposites exhibit both410

glassy phonon dynamics and glassy thermal conductivity411

behavior. Going from GeTe to GTC, there are several412

structural modifications which add to phonon scattering:413

1) grain size is reduced from 80 to ∼ 15 nm; 2) the va-414

cancy content increases by a factor of 4; 3) there are415

heterogeneities of elastic properties at the nanoscale be-416

cause of the presence of amorphous carbon. In order to417

disentangle the effect of all these modifications on dy-418

namics and thermal transport, we have first investigated419

a nanocrystalline GeTe sample (nGeTe), with average420

grain size 30(5) nm. On one hand, the room tempera-421

ture thermal conductivity is indistinguishable within er-422

ror bars from the one of GeTe, as reported in Table I.423

On the other hand, the phonon density of states, also424

reported in Fig. 4 (c), still follows at low energy the De-425

bye behavior. It could be possible that modifications in426

the DOS could arise only for a smaller grain size, such427

as in the nanocomposites (∼ 15 nm). Still, the excess428

intensity at low energy increases with carbon content,429

although grain size is almost unchanged between GTC9430

and GTC16, suggesting thus that this parameter is not431

responsible for the observed modifications. The same432

considerations hold for the role of vacancy scattering or433

scattering from expelled Ge nanograins, as the vacancy434

content and Ge grain size remain almost constant with435

carbon content in the nanocomposites. We can thus con-436

clude that the excess of modes in the low energy vibra-437

tional density of states and the drastic change in the438

thermal conductivity behavior are the consequence of the439

presence of amorphous carbon.440

In order to estimate the relative importance of the441

carbon effect over grain size and vacancy scattering, we442

fit our thermal conductivity data using Eq. 1 limited to443

acoustic modes and our experimental results for phonon444

dispersions and density of states. Phonon lifetime can be445

calculated using the Mathiessen rule, 1
τ = Σi

1
τi
, where τi446

is the lifetime associated to the i scattering process. We447

consider 3 contributions (anharmonic Umklapp scatter-448

ing, defect scattering from vacancies and scattering from449

grain boundaries):450

τU (ω, T )
−1 = Bω2Te−

ΘD
3T

τdef (ω)
−1 =

Γdef(ω)

2ℏ

τgrayGB (ω)−1 =
1

PGB

vg(ω)

d

where B is the strength of Umklapp scattering and451

ΘD=180 K [39] is the Debye temperature in GeTe. In452

order to model the lifetime contribution due to defect453

scattering, we need to model the defect induced attenu-454

ation Γdef , for which we use a simple analytical model455

successfully used in mass disorder alloys [57, 58]: this456

gives Γdef = π/2(ℏω)2g(ℏω)⟨ϵ2⟩, where g(ℏω) is the DOS,457

and ϵ represents the sum of all fluctuations contribu-458

tions (mass, elastic constants, atomic size) [59]. Using459

this model, we find that the expected phonon broaden-460

ing due to Ge vacancies does increase going from GeTe461

to the nanocomposites, as expected. However, it remains462

below 0.15 meV, corresponding to lifetimes much longer463

than 10 ps, which is the reason for which we could not464

observe it in our IXS experiment. Concerning scattering465

from grain boundaries, the phonon mean free path will be466

proportional to the average grain size d (and thus phonon467

lifetime proportional to d/vg with vg the group velocity),468

weigthed by a factor PGB which takes into account the469

transmission through the grain boundaries as well as the470

quality of the interface. As a first approximation we have471

used the largely used ’gray’ model, where the parame-472

ter PGB accounts for the effect of grain boundary trans-473

mission, though neglecting its energy dependence, which474

has been found to be relevant mostly at temperatures475

lower than ours [60]. We note that in this calculation we476

have only used the average longitudinal acoustic disper-477

sion measured, which however is quite representative of478

an average acoustic dispersion, as theoretical calculations479

show that many transverse branches have energies similar480

to the longitudinal ones. As we show in the Supplemen-481

tary Material, using longitudinal and transverse branches482

calculated by DFT changes only slightly the values of the483

fitted parameters, without modifying the physical result.484

For the density of states, we have used the experimental485

one measured at 50 K. We have checked that using the486

one at 300 K there is no much difference. Indeed the487

acoustic region is almost unchanged upon temperature,488

as shown in the Supplementary Material.489

As can be seen in Fig. 5, this model gives a good490

match of the experimental data for GeTe, with B =491

6.6(8) · 10−5 (meV·K)−1, and PGB=0.30(8). A reduced492

transmission, as indicated by the value of PGB , accounts493

here for the interface roughness, the crystalline orienta-494

tion mismatch between neighboring grains and the pres-495

ence of porosity.496497

As a first step, we neglect the nanocomposite nature of498

GTC9, and estimate the effect of a reduced grain size and499

increased vacancy content on thermal conductivity, using500

the parameters B and PGB identified for GeTe, and grain501

size and density of states of GTC9. This estimation is re-502

ported in Fig. 5 (b) as a black dashed line: it clearly lies503

well above the experimental one, and keeps a decreasing504

temperature dependence, confirming that these two scat-505

tering sources are not sufficient for inducing the observed506

thermal transport modification.507

As a second step, we consider GTC9 as a GeTe ma-508

terial with ”thick and decorated” grain boundaries, in-509

cluding the effect of the amorphous component in an en-510
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FIG. 5. Fit of experimental thermal conductivity. (a) The lat-
tice thermal conductivity of GeTe is reported together with
the fit Eq. 1 and the gray model for boundary scattering (red
solid line). (b) the lattice thermal conductivity of GTC9 is re-
ported together with the estimated thermal conductivity from
GeTe just changing defect scattering and grain size (dashed-
dotted black line). The thick red solid line is the fit with
Eq. 1 and the gray model for boundary scattering, letting the
Umklapp parameter go to 0. The thick black solid line is the
same fitting with the addition of a diffusive optic contribu-
tion. The thick green dashed line represents the fit with an
EMA approach, including the Kapitza interfacial resistance.

hanced boundary scattering. For this, we let free both511

the phonon transmission, which will now be related to the512

elastic contrast between GeTe and amorphous carbon,513

and the anharmonic scattering parameter. Indeed, the514

slight softening of the optic bands in the nanocomposite515

DOS suggests a possibly higher anharmonicity. As can516

be seen in the figure, the fit with this model is not able517

to reproduce the temperature dependence of the experi-518

mental data, despite it decreases the Umklapp parameter519

down to zero. As for the grain boundary scattering, it520

results PGB=0.084(4), i. e. a ∼70% reduction of the521

transmission at boundaries: this is the expected stronger522

boundary scattering due to the elastic contrast at the523

interfaces. It is worth noticing that the same value for524

PGB is obtained even if we impose a positive value for B.525

While this lower transmission may help understanding526

the absolute value of the thermal conductivity, it cannot527

explain its temperature dependence. This latter clearly528

points to a thermal transport dominated by diffusive con-529

tributions, that we have not modelled here, where we530

have only used the propagative acoustic dispersions. Us-531

ing the theoretical dispersions, we have estimated the dif-532

fusive contribution coming from the optical branches and533

found that it represents less than 10% of the total thermal534

conductivity in GeTe, but up to 27% in GTC9 at room535

temperature. We have thus performed the same fit but536

including the diffusive contribution from optical modes537

in GTC9, thus fitting our data with kph = kpropph + kdiffph ,538

where kdiffph is the diffusive contribution from optic modes539

described in the Supplementary Material. In this way,540

we obtain the black solid line reported in the figure, with541

PGB = 0.054(3) and B once again equal to 0. The agree-542

ment with experimental data is much better, especially543

at the lowest temperatures and an increasing behavior is544

now more pronounced. Still, this model neither cannot545

fully account for the experimentally observed increase.546

The residual diffusive contribution comes likely from a547

nanocomposite effect.548

A dominant diffusive thermal transport and a thermal549

conductivity increasing with temperature was indeed re-550

ported in amorphous/crystalline silicon nanocomposites,551

although for much larger amorphous contents, of 50 and552

70% [16, 61, 62]. The temperature increase was ascribed553

to the predominance of diffusive vibrational modes and554

to the Kapitza interface resistance, which decreases with555

temperature.556

We have tried then an effective medium approach557

(EMA) by fitting our GTC9 data starting from the ther-558

mal conductivities of GeTe, modified for the grain size559

and vacancy content as in Fig. 5 (b), and the thermal560

conductivity of an amorphous carbon with similar den-561

sity and sp3 content as ours from litterature [42]. In order562

to account for the Kapitza interface resistance, RK , we563

have used the formulation by Minnich et al. [63], with564

the thermal boundary resistance as only free fitting pa-565

rameter. As reported in the Supplementary Material,566

the best fit is obtained assuming a linear dependence567

of the interfacial thermal conductance on temperature,568

i.e. RK = 1
A+BT , with A=100(10) MW·K−1m−2 and569

B=0.44(6) MW·K−2m−2. The order of magnitude for the570

obtained interfacial thermal conductance is compatible571

with typical values for a mild contrast of properties [64].572

The fit is reported in Fig. 5, showing an agreement sim-573

ilar to the one obtained including optic diffusive modes.574

It is worth noticing that in this EMA approach we could575

not account for a larger weigth of the optic diffusive con-576

tribution, which could be at the origin of the remaining577

discrepancies.578

Our data could thus be explained on the basis of a579

mainly diffusive thermal transport mechanism. On one580

side, the propagative contribution is reduced due to scat-581

tering from defects and interfaces, thus giving a major582

weigth to the diffusive contribution from optic modes.583

On the other side, these latter cannot account for the584

whole diffusive contribution, which is related to a domi-585

nant interface scattering, which can be modelled with the586

Kapitza resistance. From a microscopic point of view, it587

likely leads to a change of nature from propagative to588

diffusive of the GeTe modes with energies corresponding589

to the excess intensity in the DOS, in agreement with590

the theoretical predictions [16]. In our case, however,591

phonons with higher energy are still propagative, as we592

have seen in our IXS measurements, suggesting an effect593

of the nanostructure limited to phonons with wavelengths594

longer than 2 nm (and energies corresponding to the DOS595
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excess intensity), which are mostly diffusively scattered596

at the interfaces. Molecular dynamics simulations on the597

real system are planned for identifying the effect of the598

nanostructuration on such phonons and the origin of the599

diffusive thermal transport.600

IV. CONCLUSIONS601

We have presented an experimental study of thermal602

transport in a GeTe nanocomposite made of nanograins603

of crystalline GeTe intertwinned with amorphous carbon,604

combining the macroscopic measurement of thermal con-605

ductivity with the microscopic investigation of phonon606

dynamics in the meV energy range. We have found that,607

the total thermal conductivity is reduced by a factor of608

7 at low temperature and 4 at room temperature, due609

to a concomitant reduction of both electronic and lat-610

tice contributions. This latter, of only 0.87(7) W/mK611

at room temperature, exhibits a glass-like behavior, in-612

creasing with temperature. We have shown that, the low613

value of the lattice thermal conductivity can be explained614

by an enhanced boundary scattering, whose strength is615

much larger than in nanocrystalline GeTe, due to the616

elastic contrast with amorphous carbon. The glass-like617

temperature dependence can be understood in terms of a618

dominant role of boundary scattering and diffusive vibra-619

tional modes, as already reported in theoretical studies620

on amorphous/crystalline nanocomposites [16, 61, 62].621

Indeed, not only the diffusive contribution from optic622

modes becomes more important in GTC9 with respect to623

GeTe, but also, similarly to the molecular dynamics stud-624

ies, an excess intensity is found in the density of states at625

wavelengths comparable with the nanostructure length-626

scale, suggesting that acoustic modes with those energies627

are strongly scattered by the elastic nanoheterogeneities628

and loose their propagative character contributing thus629

diffusively to thermal transport. It is worth underlying630

that in this nanocomposite the amorphous limit has not631

been achieved yet: the lattice contribution in GTC9 re-632

mains 3 times larger than the one in amorphous GeTe. As633

the DOS excess intensity becomes more important with634

increasing carbon content, an even more diffusive behav-635

ior could be expected in richer carbon nanocomposites,636

which could thus allow to achieve the amorphous limit.637

These results give an experimental evidence of a638

glass-like phonon dynamics and thermal transport in a639

nanocomposite, which confirms the many recent theoret-640

ical results and allows to assess the parallelism between641

nanocomposite and glasses, due to the presence in both642

of elastic heterogeneities. As such, our findings open the643

way to the possibility of engineering materials with glassy644

thermal features by directly manipulating the distribu-645

tion of the elastic heterogeneities: tuning its strength by646

choosing the component materials, thus the elastic con-647

trast, and selecting the wavelength range of the affected648

phonons by choosing the nanostructure lengthscale.649

V. METHODS650

A. Sample synthesis and characterization651

Thin films of variable thickness of the homogeneous652

amorphous alloy GeTe1−xCx (GTC) have been synthe-653

sized by magnetron co-sputtering from a GeTe and a C654

target in Argon atmopshere on a 200 nm silicon wafer.655

For electric measurements, a 500 nmm SiO2 layer was656

added on top of the wafer. All the films were then capped657

in situ with 20 nm amorphous SiN for avoiding any oxi-658

dation. Two C atomic contents were studied in this work,659

9.1 (GTC9) and 16% (GTC16), and obtained by chang-660

ing the relative sputtering powers applied to the two tar-661

gets. The Ge and Te concentrations were assessed by662

Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS), while the one of C663

by Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). The thickness and664

density were measured by X-Ray Reflectivity both at the665

CEA-LETI and at SOLEIL synchrotron radiation source,666

at the DiffABS beamline (XRR). A thermal annealing667

with a ramp rate of 10K/min was performed for induc-668

ing crystallization, while monitoring in situ the electrical669

resistivity by a 4 point probe method. The dramatic de-670

crease of the resistivity allows indeed to clearly identify671

the crystallization onset and completion, as well as the672

crystallization of the excess Ge which is expelled during673

the process [38, 65]. As the crystallization temperature674

strongly increases with C content [65], all GTC films were675

annealed up to 500◦C, temperature at which the crys-676

tallization process was found to be complete for all C677

contents. Pure GeTe was prepared following the same678

procedure, carrying the annealing up to 450◦C, for let-679

ting the grain grow (GeTe), and in one case stopping it680

just after crystallization completion, at ∼ 310 ◦C, and681

quenching the sample, for stopping the grain growth and682

obtaining a sample with nanometric grains (nGeTe).683

Crystalline structure was investigated by X ray diffrac-684

tion at the diffraction center Henry Loncharbon (Lyon,685

France), using a Bruker D8 diffractometer in Bragg-686

Brentano Geometry with λ = 1.54 Å and a θ-2θ geom-687

etry. LaB6 and Al2O3 powder were used to calibrate688

the diffractometer resolution. More details are in the689

Supplementary Material. The Raman signal from amor-690

phous carbon in GTC9 was collected using a LabRAM691

HR Evolution Raman Spectrometer, from Horiba Scien-692

tic, at the Centre Commun de Microspectrometrie Op-693

tique (CECOMO) in Lyon, with a laser wavelength of694

532 nm, and in a backscattering configuration.695

The Hall resistivity, giving access to the charge carrier696

density, was measured at CEA-LETI SPINTEC varying697

the magnetic field between -1.5 and +1.5 T, perpendic-698

ularly to the surface of the sample. An applied current699

of 100µA was imposed between two terminals and the700

voltage measured between the other two, in a Van Der701

Paw configuration., as a function of the magnetic field.702
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B. Experimental techniques703

Thermal conductivity was measured using the 3ω tech-704

nique for temperatures from 100 to 300 K on films de-705

posited directly on silicon. A 60 nm thick Al2O3 insulat-706

ing layer was deposited on the capping SiN layer (20 nm),707

to perfectly electrically isolate the thermometers. A 5 nm708

thick adhesion Ti layer was deposited prior to the depo-709

sition of the Pt thermometer (95 nm thick). Four dif-710

ferent thicknesses from 100 to 1000 nm, were measured711

for each sample, for disentangling the interface thermal712

resistance at the sample-substrate/sample-thermometer713

or sample-transducer interface from the intrinsic signal714

from the sample [66]. The analysis of the x ray diffrac-715

tion pattern confirmed that the microstructure was thick-716

ness independent. Consistency of thermal measurements717

results indicate that there is no thickness-dependence of718

the thermal conductivity at all investigated temperatures719

between 100 nm and 1 µm, confirming previous results720

on pure GeTe thin films [39, 67]. For the nGeTe sam-721

ple, the lower annealing temperature leaves some resid-722

ual stress in the thin film, which caused its delamination723

during the technological steps for preparing the 3ω mea-724

surements. For this reason, we measured it using the725

thermoreflectance technique (TR). Measurements were726

performed on nGeTe deposited directly on silicon. The727

SiN capping layer was removed and replaced by a 5 nm728

amorphous carbon layer and 100 nm Au film. 4 dif-729

ferent thicknesses were measured to extract the intrin-730

sic nGeTe thermal conductivity [68]. The GeTe mate-731

rial annealed at 450 ◦C was also measured with the TR732

to confirm the consistency of results between the two733

techniques. A value of 3.8(6) W/(m·K)−1 was obtained,734

against 4.0(4) W/(m·K)−1 with the 3ω technique.735

Phonon dynamics at room temperature was investi-736

gated using Inelastic X ray Scattering (IXS) at the ID28737

beamline of ESRF. 1 µm thick films deposited on silicon738

were mounted vertically and aligned in order to work739

close to the critical angle and reduce as much as pos-740

sible the contribution form the substrate. The incom-741

ing X-ray wavelength was 0.697 Å and the energy reso-742

lution 2.8 meV. The strong small angle scattering hin-743

dered the visibility of phonons with energy smaller than744

7 meV. The vibrational density of states was measured745

using the Inelastic X-ray Scattering technique with Nu-746

clear resonance Analysis (IXS-NRA) at the ID18 beam-747

line of ESRF [55]. The same films as measured by IXS748

were used, mounted horizontally, in a grazing incidence749

geometry to reduce the substrate contribution. Details750

on the data treatment and analysis are reported in the751

Supplementary Material.752

Electric resistivity was measured by means of the Van753

der Paw technique in a He-compressor between 20 and754

300 K. Squared 1 cm size thin films were deposited on755

SOI, and gold contacts were deposited by lithography at756

the four corners after local removal of the SiN capping757

layer. The contacts with the measurement setup were758

thus made by wire-bonding on gold.759

C. Theoretical methods760

The ab-initio calculation were performed using the761

VASP package [69], together with PAW potentials [70, 71]762

and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange corre-763

lation functional [72]. The planewaves energy cutoff was764

227eV. The initial structure of GeTe was fully relaxed765

until the forces on individual atoms were less than 10-766

4eV and residual stress tensor values were smaller than767

0.01 kBar. To include temperature effects onto the vi-768

brational properties, we performed molecular dynamics769

simulation for 15ps on a 6x6x6 supercell of 432 atoms770

for GeTe with Gamma point sampling of the Brillouin771

zone using a 3fs time step and a Nosé-Hoover thermo-772

stat. The TDEP package [73] was used to compute the773

phonon properties at finite temperature. The TDEP fit774

of the second and third order forces was performed using775

500 equally spaced configurations along the MD trajec-776

tory. The rhombohedral unit cell of GeTe was used for777

calculations. The phonon branches reported in Fig. 3778

have been calculated along the high symmetry directions779

Γ − L, Γ − X and Γ − T, with L=[0 0.5 0], T=[0.5 0.5780

0.5] and X=[0 0.5 0.5] as expressed in the relaxed re-781

ciprocal cell units. The absolute value of the directional782

wavevector has been calculated for plotting the disper-783

sions together with the experimental data.784
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